Nixon-Egli Equipment Co., Wirtgen and
Cindy Trump Inc., dba Lindy’s Cold Planing

Above: CTI’s new Written WR 240i cold
recycler/soil stabilizer working on an
LAUSD project.

Cindy Trump Inc. dba Lindy’s Cold Planing has specialized in
milling/grinding, removal, stabilization, pulverizing and site prep
work since 1987. C.T.I. has built a reputation for professionalism that goes well beyond industry standards.
They proudly serve all of California, Arizona, and Nevada as a Woman Owned Business Enterprise (WBE),
and as a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise. Headquartered in La Habra, C.T.I. primarily performs public
works projects, but they are also capable of taking on private work when requested.
C.T.I. currently employs 26 employees with Brianna Trump Borg serving as the CFO and Cindy Trump as
the company President. The company’s success is due to the exceptional team members that contribute
so much every day. “I believe that we have the best in the industry working here at C.T.I. I also believe
that we offer the best equipment available and it is both our human and mechanical assets that set us
apart from the pack,” says Cindy Trump.
C.T.I. has a large fleet of cold planning and milling machines, 14 of which are Wirtgen’s purchased from
Nixon-Egli Equipment Co. C.T.I. purchased a new Wirtgen WR 240i cold recycler and soil stabilizer last
year and yet another just recently. “We bought our first Wirtgen grinder from Nixon-Egli Equipment in
1997 and have been buying from them ever since,” says Trump. “We deal directly with James Nixon and
he has always treated us right.”
The WR 240i is the all-rounder of the Wirtgen fleet. Thanks to it’s large working
width and working depth and its high milling output and mixing capacity. The WR
240 / WR 240i offers maximum flexibility for all soil stabilization and cold recycling
applications.
Bill Bell is an estimator and superintendent for C.T.I. and he is also sold on the
Wirtgen machines. “The WR 240i is the most efficient and most operator friendly
machine in the business,” says Bell. “We update our fleet every five years and
Nixon-Egli has always provided us with quick parts turnaround and the best service
around, which is vital to the success of our business.”
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